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HOW TO DEAL WITH CASE PROPERTY IN CRIMINAL CASES 

By Y. Srinivasa Rao 

Introduction:-  Chapter 34 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 explains the provisions 

relating to CASE PROPERTY under Sections 451 to 459. Besides these provisions, the Criminal 

Rules of Practice and Circular Orders provides Rules 220 to 234. The power conferred under 

sections 41(d), 47, 51, 93, 74,100,101,102 153, 165 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, the 

police officer can seize or recover property. Besides theses, investigation officer can seizure 

or recover property under various provisions of many special Acts such as NDPS, prevention 

of Food Adultaration Act, Andhra Pradesh Gaming Act, Drugs and Cosmetics Act,1940 etc., 

 

The Hon’ble Apex Court, Sunderbha1 Ambalal Desai vs State Of Gujarat, 2002 Sup(3) SCR 39 

= (2002) 10 SCC 283, succinctly explained the object and scheme of the various provisions of 

the Code as to disposal of case property. The Hon’ble Supreme Court, in the above case, 

observed as follows: 

 

‘’The object and scheme of the various provisions of the Code appear to be that where the 

property which has been the subject-matter of an offence is seized by the police, it ought not 

to be retained in the custody of the Court or of the police for any time longer than what is 

absolutely necessary.’’ 

 

In view of the ratio-laid down by the Hon’ble Apex Court, it is clear that unless the case-

property is absolutely necessary, court cannot retain the case property either in the custody 

of court or in the custody of police for any time longer. Therefore, it is the duty of court to 

pass appropriate property orders according to law without any delay. 

 

CHAPTER – XXXIV OF CR.P.C:- 

Section 451:- (i) When any property is produced before any Criminal Court during any inquiry 

or trial, the Court may order such property for proper custody, pending the conclusion of the 

inquiry or trial.  

(ii). If the property is subject to speedy and natural decay, or if it is otherwise expedient so to 

do, the Court may, after recording such evidence as it thinks necessary, order it to be sold or 

otherwise disposed of. 

2002 Sup(3) SCR 39 = (2002) 10 SCC 283. 

Sunderbha1 Ambalal Desai vs State Of Gujarat. 

Held:- 
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”The object and scheme of the various provisions of the Code appear to be that where the 

property which has been the subject-matter of an offence is seized by the police, it ought not 

to be retained in the custody of the Court or of the police for any time longer than what is 

absolutely necessary.” 

 

Section 452:-  (i). Order under this section should be passed at conclusion of trial. 

 (ii). The Court may make such order (with or without any condition) for the disposal, by 

destruction, confiscation or delivery to any person claiming to be entitled to.  

(iii). But, the Court has to make such order engaging that person to restore such property to 

the Court if the order made under sub- section (1) is modified or set aside on appeal or 

revision. However, if property is livestock or is subject to speedy and natural decay, this 

condition to wait until lapse of appeal time does not arise. 

 (iv). While passing order under this section, ‘’APPEAL TIME’ is to be kept in mind.  

(v). Under this section, a Court of Session may direct the property to be delivered to the Chief 

Judicial Magistrate, who shall thereupon deal with it in the manner provided in sections 457, 

458 and 459. 6. This section also applies to such property which had been given for interim 

safe custody pendetilite. 

 

3. Section 453 :–  (i). This section applies to Payment to innocent purchaser of money found 

on accused. 

(It applies to cases such as theft, and receiving or retaining stolen property). (ii).Under this 

section, on application, the Court can order to make payment to innocent purchaser out of 

money found on accused. (iii). If no money is found on accused, the court cannot order 

accused who is convicted or the owner to make payment of purchase money to the innocent 

purchaser. Of course, the innocent purchaser may approach civil court for such claim. 

 

4. Section 454 :- Appeal against order passed u/Sec. 452 or sec.453 of Cr.P.C 

 

5. Section 455:-  (i). Under this section, the Court has to order destruction of libellous and 

other matter. 

(ii). When an accused is convicted for offences under sections 292, section 293, section 501 

or section 502 IPC, the Court may order the destruction of all the copies of the thing. 3.In like 

manner, on conviction of offences u/Secs. 272 to 275 IPC, The Court may order the food, drink 

drug or medical preparation in respect of which the conviction was had, to be destroyed. See:- 

Veerabhadra Vs. State, AIR 1940 Mad. 953 
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6. Section 456:- (i). It provides procedure as to Power to restore possession of immovable 

property. (ii). This section deals with immovable property whereas section 451 to 455 deal 

with movable property.  

(iii). The jurisdiction of criminal court under this section is quasi civil in nature.  

(iv). If a criminal court passes an order under this provision, the aggrieved party can also 

approach civil court to set aside such order. 

 

7. Section 457 :- (i). When case property is reported to Magistrate by police, this section 

applies.  

(ii). Under this section, during an inquiry or trial, the Magistrate may order disposal of such 

property or the delivery of such property to the person entitled to. 

 

8. Section 458:-  (i). This section provides procedure for disposal of property when no claimant 

appears within six months.  

(ii). If the claimant fails to prove his ownership over the property, the Court has to draw 

presumption under section 110 of IEA.  

(iii). Under this section, when proclamation issued under section 457 of Cr.p.c and 6 months 

have been expired, Magistrate may order that such property shall be at the disposal of the 

State Government and may be sold by that Government and the proceeds of such sale shall 

be remitted to the State.  

(iv). Appeal lies against such order. See. Section 110 of Indian Evidence Act,1872. Burden of 

proof as to ownership.—When the question is whether any person is owner of anything of 

which he is shown to be in possession, the burden of proving that he is not the owner is on 

the person who affirms that he is not the owner. 

 

9. Section 459 :- Magistrate has power to sell perishable property under this provision 

 

PROPERTY SEIZED UNDER SECTION 41 R/W 102 OF CR.P.C:- 

When police seized any property under section 41 r/w section 102 of Cr.P.C and produced 

before the court, such property should be received by the court. If there is no 

complaint/report by any person, police will file final report. The Presiding officer shall verify 

final report to know what steps had been taken police as to such property. When it is satisfied 

that there is no complaint had been registered in any police station, such final report can be 

accepted and the Magistrate can take steps for disposal of such unclaimed property as per 

procedure contemplated under sections 458 and 459 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1973. 
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If any crime had been registered as to such property seized under section 41 and section 102 

of Cr.P.C, the property should be transferred to the court concerned 

 

Currency Notes and Coins:- Money should not be frozen anywhere and in the interest of 

economy of the State, the cash should be deposited by way FDR in any Nationalized Bank. 

Guidelines given in Sundarbhai Ambalal Desai’s case (2002) 10 SCC 283 should be followed. 

 

Perishable Items:- Where perishable items such as food products, agricultural produce etc , 

which are speedy and natural decay, are produced, such property should be given to the 

person to whom such property belongs to. If such property is unclaimed, the property may 

be sold in public auction. The sale proceeds should be deposited in Criminal Court Deposits. 

Such transaction should be entered in property Register. After final disposal of the case, the 

sale proceeds of unclaimed property should be confiscated to the State. 

 

Livestock: Cows, goats, sheep, birds etc are called livestock. Where livestock is seized, the 

descriptive particulars of such livestock such as colour, breed, age, and other identification 

marks should be noted and such property can be returned to its owner for interim safe 

custody. The Court can direct the person to whom the livestock is given for safe custody to 

file periodical report about the condition of the livestock.  

When no person claims livestock, it can be given to ‘’Govu sadan’ in case of cattle or to the 

place where the livestock is being protected and if no persons claims the livestock, the same 

may be sold by way of public auction and deposit the sale proceeds in Criminal Court Deposits. 

After final disposal of the case, the sale proceeds of unclaimed property should be confiscated 

to the State. 

 

Explosive devices/Bombs:- Bombs should not be produced before court. Sooner after the 

seizure any bombs / explosive devices, the police should take precautions for safe handling 

and report the same to the Court. And that the police has to take steps to inform the same to 

Bomb Diffusely Squad/Team for necessary instructions for sending the explosive items for 

analysis. The court may pass appropriate orders which are essential for safe handling of 

explosive items and to send them to Forensic analysis and thereafter for its disposal with help 

Bomb diffusely team. 

 

Gold and Silver Items: - Where Gold and Silver items are produced before the Court by police, 

they should be certified and weighed at the authorized Dharma kata and shall obtain a 

certificate to that effect. The magistrate shall out his initial and date on such certificate issued 

by Goldsmith and on the Dharma kata slip. If there is any difference of weight is found to the 
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entries made in the list of property and the Certificate issued by the Goldsmith, both should 

be noted in the Property register. 

 

Property in Sessions Cases:- 1. The case property of Sessions Case should be submitted to the 

Sessions Court with securely sealed. 2. The Magistrate can order interim safe custody of such 

property before committing the case to the Sessions Court. 3. Where the case property is 

given for interim safe custody, notice should be issued to that person to whom the property 

was given for interim safe custody, to produce the said property. And then after receiving the 

case property, it should be properly sealed and it should be submitted to the Sessions court. 

 

Disposal of case property after lapse (expiry) of appeal time:- Where the case property is 

still pending even after the lapse of appeal time, a notice as in Form-61 of Crl.R.P should be 

served to the person to whom the property belongs to. If such person fails to attend to receive 

the property, or the property is unclaimed, or where the owner is not traced out or where 

police could not find out legal heirs of such property and when no complaint is reported 

regarding such property, such unclaimed property is to be disposed of as per the procedure 

provided under sections 457, 458 and 459 of Cr.P.C. 

 

CHAPTER XI OF CRIMINAL RULES OF PRACTICE:- In this context, besides the procedure 

contemplated under section 451 to 459 of Cr.P.C, it is seminal to have a look at the rules 

provided in Criminal Rules of Practice as to the concept of custody, submission of material 

objects and disposal of case properties. Why these rules are important is that “Rules of 

procedure without rules of content are empty, while rules of content without rules of 

procedure are blind”. 

 

CUSTODY OF CASE PROPERTY (Rules 220 to 222 of Crl.R.P): 

 

Personal responsibility:– 1. Presiding officers are personally responsible for the safe custody 

of case properties. (Rule 220). Inspection by PO and entries in register:– 1. Immediately of 

receipt of property, Presiding officer (PO) shall inspect the property and PO or Responsible 

Officer of the court shall enter the same in the property Register then itself. (Rule 221). 

Periodical checking by PO:- 2. PO shall check valuable and no valuable properties periodically 

and satisfy himself that all items are properly accounted for; safely kept; and order of disposal 

are promptly carried out. (Rule 221). Taking over the property by succeeding officer:- 1. 

Succeeding officer shall examine all properties; certify in the registers themselves that he has 

taken over the properties and shall affix necessary certificate in the Register. (Rule 221). 

Valuable properties must be kept in strong box: Firstly, all valuable should be separated and 

kept in strong box with a good lock and key to protect against damage. Secondly, they should 

invariably be deposited in the Sub – Treasury. (Rule 221) 
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SUBMISSION OF MATERIAL OBJECTS (RULES 223 TO 226 of Crl.R.P) 

The Sessions Judge shall in his discretion submit material objects which are of assistance to 

the High Court. 2. Court of Session shall enclose a list of material objects in Judicial Form No. 

129-A with the case records. (Rule 223). Note to be made, if any Material Object is Retained:- 

such retention should form part of the record submitted to the High Court. “Other 

miscellaneous papers if any” with English part of the Sessions Record, the page assigned to 

the paper being shown against Item 6(b). (Rule 224). Return to be obtained by the lower court 

within one month:- Articles received from lower Courts such as sticks, stones, knives, axes, 

guns, rags of clothing, earth etc., and all articles of trifling value are ordinarily retained in the 

High Court and destroyed there. If such property which are omitted to return by High Court 

to lower court, an application seeking such property should be made within one month from 

the date of receipt of lower court record. (Rule 225). Properties in Sessions Cases may be sent 

to Committing Magistrates for Disposal:- The properties in Sessions Cases which have to be 

dealt with under Sec. 452 of the code may be forwarded to the Committing Magistrate 

excepting in such individual cases where the Sessions Judge directs other wise. (Rule 226) 

 

DISPOSAL OF THE CASE PROPERTY (Rules 227 to 234 of Crl.R.P): 

Judgment to contain Orders for disposed (Rule 227). Material objects exhibited at the trial of 

criminal cases should be retained by the Court until the Court is satisfied that the appeal time 

has expired and that no appeal has been presented or that any appeal presented has been 

disposed of. But when a case is disposed of by High Court, the material Object shall ordinarily 

the disposed of after the expiry of 90 days from the date of judgment of the High Court, unless 

in the meantime. (1) the parties interested have, on a proper application, obtained a direction 

from the High Court for preservation of such objects, pending disposal case in Supreme Court 

as referred in rule 228. After that, they may be destroyed or otherwise disposed or according 

to the Rules. (Rule 228). 

 

Orders for destruction of case property should be carried out in the presence of the Presiding 

Officers. (Rule 229). 

 

It is not desirable to order destruction of valuable property. It should, if it is not ordered to 

be delivered o the person entitled to it, be confiscated or otherwise disposed of. (Rule 229). 

 

Final disposal of case property:- 

1. Rule 230 Crl.R.P:- Weapon other than a fire arm or ammunition: 
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1. Weapon other than a fire arm or ammunition which unusual character or of special interest, 

it should be sent to medical college or Police Museum. 2. Before sending it, court shall 

ascertain by reference whether it is required to them or not. 3. If the article is required by 

both, Medical College will have priority. 4. If it is not required by the both, it should be 

destroyed. 5. This rule applies to Sessions cases. 

 

2. Rule 230 Crl.R.P:- Art objects and antiquity — 1. The Director of archaeology and 

Museums; 2. Before sending it, court shall ascertain by reference whether it is required to 

them or not; 3. If it is not required to them, it should be destroyed. 

 

3. Rule 230 Crl.R.P:- Gold ornaments:  Mint Master through a responsible Officer by pre-

arrangement 

 

4. Rule 234 Crl.R.P :- Counterfeit coins:  They shall be forwarded together with any dies, 

moulds etc., which may have been produced in the case to the nearest Treasury or Sub-

Treasury, with request that they may be remitted to the Mint for examination. A concise and 

accurate report should also be sent containing a description of the case and the sentence 

imposed. 

 

5. Rule 234 Crl.R.P:- Forged Currency:  Notes It is a matter for the decision of the Court with 

tries the case. 

–(1) deliver the same to police for destruction; or (2) If they are of special interest, police may 

make them over to the Criminal Investigation Department for this purpose; (3) All forged 

currency notes brought before the Court shall be handed over to the Police for being 

forwarded to the Issue Department of the Reserve Bank of India, with a brief report of the 

case. 

 

6. Rule 234 Crl.R.P:  Arms and ammunitions: It should be sent to the nearest Arsenal for 

disposal. 

 

Delivery of Case Property to the person entitled:- When any property is ordered to be 

delivered to a party, notice should be issued to him in Judicial Form No .61. He should also be 

informed that if he does not appear on the date specified in the notice, the property will 

either be destroyed or sold and the sale proceeds credited to Government. If the Party 

appears after the sale of the property, the sale proceeds may be paid to him deducting 

expenses of the sale. (Rule 231). 
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Sale of Case Property as per provisions of CPC:- Sale of property should be conducted by an 

officer of the Court and should be public auction. It should be conducted and confirmed as 

far as may be in the manner prescribed for the sale of movable property by the Code of Civil 

Procedure and Civil Rules of Practice. (Rule 232). 

 

Disposal of Excisable Goods:- In the case of excisable goods held in the custody of Criminal 

Courts, notice of he date of auction or other method of disposal shall be issued to the Excise 

Authority concerned requiring such authority to arrange for the collection of the duty leviable 

if any, on the goods and for the issue of transport permit where necessary. The Excise 

Authority may also be required to satisfy itself that the purchaser in auction or otherwise is 

licensed to deal in such goods. (Rule 233). 

 

Similarly, a word as to Registers of case properties that are essential in this regard is not out 

of scope. The following registers are to be scrupulously maintained by the criminal courts 

relating to the case properties. 

1. CR-15 is the Property Register 

2. CR -16 is the unclaimed case property Register. 

3. Auction Register 

4. Confiscated Property Register 

5. Register of Sessions Court Orders 

6. Properties to be sent to Mint. 

 

Conclusion:– While dealing case properties on criminal side, procedure under the code and 

rules framed by High Court, both are kept in mind. As I referred to above, ”Rules of procedure 

without rules of content are empty, while rules of content without rules of procedure are 

blind”. Therefore, these both are important. Either take custody of case property or to submit 

the case property from one court to other court or to disposal of case property, the above 

referred to procedure, as provided under sections 451 to 459 of Cr.P.C and Rules 220 to 234 

of Crl.R.P are very important.  

The object and scheme of sections 451 to 459 of Cr.P.C is succinctly explained the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court in the case reported in (2002) 10 SCC 283 (Supra). In view of the ratio laid 

down in this case, we must remember that where the property which has been the subject-

matter of an offence is seized by the police, it ought not to be retained in the custody of the 

Court or of the police for any time longer than what is absolutely necessary. The present study 

is dedicated to enable those who are interested in knowing the elements of this subject. 
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In a recent Judgement in case titled Manjit Singh vs State, CRL.M.C. 

4485/2013 and Crl.M.A.No.16055/2013 Decided on 10.09.2014 by Hon’ble High Court of 

Delhi laid following Guidelines on the captioned subject: 

Summary of principles of Law: 

Para 

 54. The properties seized by the police during investigation or trial have to be produced before the 

competent Court within one week of the seizure and the Court has to expeditiously pass an order for 

its custody in terms of the directions of the Supreme Court in Basavva Kom Dyamangouda Patil v. 

State of Mysore, Sunderbhai Ambalal Desai v. State of Gujarat Sunderbhai Ambalal Desai v. State of 

Gujarat and General Insurance Council v. State of A.P.  

55. The Court has to ensure that the property seized by the police should not be retained in the 

custody of the Court or of the police for any time longer than what is absolutely necessary and in any 

case, for not more than one month. 56. If the property is subject to speedy and natural decay or if it 

is otherwise expedient to do so, the Court may, after recording such evidence as it thinks necessary, 

order it to be sold or otherwise disposed of.  

57. The expeditious and judicious disposal of a case property would ensure that the owner of the 

article would not suffer because of its remaining unused or by its misappropriation; Court or the police 

would not be required to keep the article in safe custody; and onerous cost to the public exchequer 

towards the cost of storage and custody of the property would be saved.  

Time limit for release  

58. Whenever a property is seized by the police, it is the duty of the seizing officer/SHO to produce it 

before the concerned Magistrate within one week of the seizure and the Court, after due notice to 

the concerned parties, is required to pass an appropriate order for its disposal within a period of one 

month.  

Valuable articles  

59. The valuable articles seized by the police may be released to the person, who, in the opinion of 

the Court, is lawfully entitled to claim such as the complainant at whose house theft, robbery or 

dacoity has taken place, after preparing detailed panchnama of such articles; taking photographs of 

such articles and a security bond.  

60. The photographs of such articles should be attested or countersigned by the complainant, accused 

as well as by the person to whom the custody is handed over. Wherever necessary, the Court may get 

the jewellery articles valued from a government approved valuer.  

61. The actual production of the valuable articles during the trial should not be insisted upon and the 

photographs along with the panchnama should suffice for the purposes of evidence.  

62. Where such articles are not handed over either to the complainant or to the person from whom 

such articles were seized or to its claimant, then the Court may direct that such articles be kept in a 

locker.  
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63. If required, the Court may direct that such articles be handed back to the Investigating Officer for 

further investigation and identification. However, in no circumstance, the Investigating Officer should 

keep such articles in custody for a longer period for the purposes of investigation and identification.  

64. If articles are required to be kept in police custody, the SHO shall, after preparing proper 

panchnama, keep such articles in a locker.  

Currency notes  

65. The currency notes seized by the police may be released to the person who, in the opinion of the 

Court, is lawfully entitled to claim after preparing detailed panchnama of the currency notes with their 

numbers or denomination; taking photographs of the currency notes; and taking a security bond.  

66. The photographs of such currency notes should be attested or countersigned by the complainant, 

accused as well as by the person to whom the custody is handed over and memo of the proceedings 

be prepared which must be signed by the parties and witnesses.  

67. The production of the currency notes during the course of the trial should not be insisted upon 

and the release should be permitted to use the currency.  

Vehicles  

68. Vehicles involved in an offence may be released to the rightful owner after preparing detailed 

panchnama; taking photographs of the vehicle; valuation report; and a security bond.  

69. The photographs of the vehicle should be attested and countersigned by the complainant, accused 

as well as by the person to whom the custody is handed over.  

70. The production of the vehicle should not be insisted upon during the trial. The panchnama and 

photographs along with the valuation report should suffice for the purposes of evidence.  

71. Return of vehicles and permission for sale thereof should be the general norm rather than the 

exception.  

72. If the vehicle is insured, the Court shall issue notice to the owner and the insurance company for 

disposal of the vehicle. If there is no response or the owner declines to take the vehicle or informs 

that it has claimed insurance/released its right in the vehicle to the insurance company and the 

insurance company fails to take possession of the vehicle, the vehicle may be ordered to be sold in 

auction.  

73. If a vehicle is not claimed by the accused, owner, or the Insurance Company or by a third person, 

it may be ordered to be sold by auction. Liquor and narcotic drugs.  

74. Prompt action should be taken in disposing of the liquor bottles/pouches and narcotic drugs after 

preparing a detailed panchnama containing an inventory; retaining a sample thereof; taking 

photographs of the entire lot of seized bottles/pouches/narcotic drugs and security bond. The sample 

shall be kept properly after sending it to the chemical analyst, if required.  

75. The sample along with the photographs of the case property and the panchnama would be 

sufficient evidence at the stage of trial. Counterfeit Coins/Currencies  

76. The counterfeit coins/currencies together with implements for their manufacture such as dyes, 

moulds, etc. shall be retained by the police pending trial and till the disposal of the appeal or revision, 
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if any. On conclusion of the trial, the Court shall pass an order for its disposal by destruction or for 

such other action in accordance with the rules.  

Arms and ammunitions  

77. The arms and ammunition seized by the police shall be stored in the Malkhana during the 

pendency of the trial. Upon conclusion of the trial, the Court shall pass appropriate order under 

Section 452 Cr.P.C. for its confiscation or destruction or release. Perishable properties  

78. In case of properties subject to speedy and natural decay, the Magistrate may pass an appropriate 

order under Section 459 Cr.P.C. for its disposal on such conditions as may be considered appropriate.  

79. If the person entitled to the possession is unknown or absent or the Magistrate is of the opinion 

that sale would be in the benefit of the owner, the Magistrate may direct the case property to be sold. 

 Disposal of property at conclusion of trial  

80. Upon conclusion of enquiry or trial, the Court may make an order under Section 452 Cr.P.C. for the 

disposal by destruction, confiscation or delivery to any person claiming to be entitled for possession 

thereof or otherwise.  

81. For delivery of any property to any person claiming to be entitled thereto, the Court may release 

the property unconditionally or impose a condition of a bond with or without sureties to restore such 

property to the Court upon modification/setting aside of the order in appeal or revision.  

82. The aforesaid order shall not be carried out for a period of two months or when an appeal is 

presented, until disposal of the appeal except in case of livestock or property subject to speedy and 

natural decay.  

Unclaimed properties  

83. If no person establishes his claim to case property within six months or the person in whose 

possession such property was found is unable to show that he legally acquired the same, the 

Magistrate may order sale of the property by the State Government under Section 458 Cr.P.C.  

Loss/theft/destruction of the case property in police custody  

84. Where the seized property is stolen, lost or destroyed and there is no prima facie defence made 

out that the State or its officers had taken due care and caution to protect the property, the Magistrate 

may, in an appropriate case, where the ends of justice so require, order payment of the value of the 

property to its owner.  

85. The Court has to assess the value of the property seized by the police and the owner of the 

property is entitled to receive the value of the property lost from the State.  

General  

86. The Court may impose any other condition which may be necessary in the facts of each case.  

87. The Court shall hear all the concerned parties including the accused, complainant, Public 

Prosecutor and/or any third party concerned before passing the order. The Court shall also take into 

consideration the objections, if any, of the accused.  

88. When the property has any evidentiary value, it is to be kept intact and the condition of non-

alienation is imposed to ensure its production during the course of evidence for the purpose of 
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marking as a material object. However, when the property has no evidentiary value and only the value 

of the property is to be properly secured for passing of final order under Section 452 Cr. P.C., the 

necessity of keeping such properties intact by imposing onerous conditions, prohibiting its alienation 

or transfer would not be necessary in law.  

89. The production of property which has evidentiary value during evidence is a part of a fair trial. 

With the advanced technology, it is not necessary that the original of the property inevitably has to 

be preserved for the purpose of evidence in the changed context of times. The reception of secondary 

evidence is permitted in law. The techniques of photography and photo copying are far advanced and 

fully developed. Movable property of any nature can be a subject matter of photography and taking 

necessary photographs of all the features of the property clearly is not an impossible task in 

photography and photo copying. Besides, the mahazar could be drawn clearly describing the features 

and dimensions of the movable properties which are subject matters of criminal trial.  

90. Irrespective of the fact whether the properties have evidentiary value or not, it is not necessary 

that the original of the property has to be kept intact without alienation. As suggested above, the 

photography or Photostat copy of the property can be taken and made a part of the record duly 

certified by the Magistrate at the time when the interim custody of the property is handed over to the 

claimant. In the event of the original of the property not produced in the evidence, photograph could 

be used as secondary evidence during the course of evidence. Ultimately, while passing final orders, 

it is only the value of the property that becomes a prime concern for the Court. If a person to whom 

the interim custody is granted, is not entitled to the property or its value and if some other person is 

held to be entitled to have the property or its value by taking necessary bonds and security from the 

person to whom interim custody is granted, the value could be recovered and made payable to the 

person entitled to. Responsibility of the High Court Registry to ensure the compliance of the directions 

of the Supreme Court by the Courts below as well as police  

91. In Sunderbhai Ambalal Desai v. State of Gujarat, (supra 1) (para 21), the Supreme Court has 

directed that the Registry of the High Courts to ensure that the powers under Section 451 Cr.P.C. are 

being properly and promptly exercised by the Magistrates. Responsibility of the Commissioner of Delhi 

Police to check the compliance by police stations  

92. In General Insurance Council v. State of A.P. (supra) (para 14), the Supreme Court has fixed the 

responsibility of the Inspector General of Police of the Division/Commissioner of Police concerned of 

the cities/Superintendent of Police of District concerned to check the activities of each and every 

police station with regard to the disposal of the seized vehicles.  

Consequences of refusing to follow well settled law  

93. The consequence of an authority not following the well settled law amounts to contempt of Court 

as held by the Supreme Court in East India Commercial Co. Ltd. (supra), Makhan Lal (supra), 

Baradakanta Mishra (supra), M.P. Dwivedi (supra), T.N. Godavarman Thirumulpad (supra), 

Maninderjit Singh Bitta (supra), Priya Gupta (supra) and various High Courts in Hasmukhlal C. Shah 

(supra), Secretary, Labour Social Welfare and Tribunal Development Deptt. Sachivalaya (supra), C.T. 

Subbarayappa (supra), Parmal Singh (supra), Ex-CT Nardev (supra) and Head of Department, Air Force 

Station Amla.”  

Conclusion  

94. In compliance with the directions of the Supreme Court in Basavva Kom Dyamangouda Patil v. 

State of Mysore (supra), Sunderbhai Ambalal Desai v. State of Gujarat (supra 1), Sunderbhai Ambalal 
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Desai v. State of Gujarat (supra 2) and General Insurance Council v. State of A.P. (supra), the SHO/IO 

shall file applications and produce the case properties presently in custody of Delhi Police before the 

concerned Court within one week whereupon the concerned Court shall pass appropriate order within 

one month thereafter.  

95. With respect to fresh seizure of properties, the SHO/IO shall produce the case properties before 

the concerned Court within one week of the seizure whereupon the Court shall pass appropriate order 

within one month thereafter.  

96. Since the Supreme Court has fixed responsibility of the Registry of the High Court to ensure the 

compliance of its directions, the Delhi Police shall submit a quarterly compliance report before the 

Registrar General of this Court. The first compliance report for the period 1st October, 2014 to 31st 

December, 2014 be filed by 15th January, 2015. The quarterly reports thereafter, be filed after every 

three months. The compliance report shall contain the particulars of the applications for disposal of 

the properties filed and the orders passed thereon by the concerned Courts. The compliance report 

shall also contain the list of cases in which the applications could not be filed within the prescribed 

period along with the explanation thereof. The Registrar General shall consider the reports and ensure 

the compliance of the directions issued by the Supreme Court. The compliance reports be filed by the 

police officers made responsible by the Supreme Court in para 14 of General Insurance Council v. State 

of A.P.(supra).  

97. The Courts below shall also file a quarterly report through their District & Sessions Judge before 

the Registrar General containing the particulars of the cases in which the appropriate order has been 

passed within one month of the application. If any case could not be disposed of within 30 days, 

particulars thereof along with the reasons be also submitted. The first compliance report for the 

period 1st October, 2014 to 31st December, 2014 be filed by 15th January, 2015.  

98. With respect to the submission of Delhi Police that the District Nazir is not equipped to deal with 

the order with respect to the sale/auction of the case properties and therefore, Provisioning & 

Logistics Department of Delhi Police be allowed to deal with the sale/auction of the case properties, 

it would be appropriate for the Delhi Police to take up the matter with the High Court on the 

administrative side and no orders are warranted in this petition. 

 

 

----------------------------------------- 
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